NOD2/CARD15 gene polymorphisms in Crohn's disease: a genotype- phenotype analysis.
Three recently identified NOD2/CARD15 mutations have been described associated with an increased susceptibility Crohn's disease (CD). Our aim was to examine the potential association of these NOD2 mutations with CD and different subsets of CD phenotypes in our population. Two hundred and five well-defined CD patients from north-western France and 95 ethnically matched healthy controls were genotyped for mutations R702W, G908R and Leu1007insC by DNA sequencing. Allele and genotype frequencies of NOD2 variants were examined in the whole series of CD and in different subgroups of CD phenotypes defined by the clinical characteristics of the Vienna classification (age at diagnosis, location and behaviour) or by histological features (granuloma). Carriers of at least one NOD2/CARD15 variant were significantly more frequent in CD than in controls (38.0% versus 20.0%, P < 0.002), and the R702W allele was the most significant contributor to this NOD2 association with CD. Homozygotes and compound heterozygotes combined had a higher risk of CD (odds ratio = 12.0, P < 0.0026) than simple heterozygotes for any variant (odds ratio = 2.2, P < 0.013) compared with subjects with no variant. Univariate analysis revealed that carriage of at least one NOD2 mutation was significantly associated with ileal involvement (P < 0.03), and stricturing evolution (P < 0.0015). Granuloma was associated with an excess of the R702W allele (16.1% versus 8.0%, Pc < 0.035), and was correlated with a young age at diagnosis, whatever the NOD2/CARD15 genotype. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that carriage of NOD2/CARD15 mutants, especially R702W, was primarily and independently associated both with stricturing evolution of CD and the presence of granuloma. In our population, all NOD2/CARD15 mutant genotypes, especially compound heterozygosity, were found to increase the risk of CD, but R702W was the sole allele showing a significant association with CD. In addition, we confirm the positive and independent association of the R702W mutation with stricturing behaviour and describe a second one with the presence of granuloma.